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AApoHH3aUHA KXA 

E2-91-253 

AaHHbti1 AOKnaA ABnAercA eeeAeHHeM e HAeH aApoH1-13au1-11-1 KXA 6e3 

KaKHX·ni-160 cpopManH3MOB . KaK BblACHAeTCA, CBA3aHHble COCTOAHHA KXA, 

MaCCbl KOHCTHTyeHTHblX KBapKOB 1-1 cnoHTaHHOe HapyweHHe KHpanbHOIII 

Cl1MMeTpHH MO>+<HO noHHMaTb C eAHHOIII TO'tKH 3PeHHA. 

Pa6ora BbinonHeHa e Jla6oparop1-11-1 reopeT11<tecK0111 cp1-1311K1-1 0111 Rli1. 

IlpenpHHT O6'1,e.o;HH EI-IHOrO HHCTHT}'T& H.o;epHblX HCCne.o;OB&HHH. Ily6Ha 1991 

Ebert D. 
Hadronization of OCD 

E2-91-253 

This talk is meant to give an introduction into the main ideas of hadroni

zation of OCD without almost any formalism. As it turns out, OCD bound 

states, constituent quark masses, and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking 

may now be understood within a coherent framework. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 

Physics, JINR.' 
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Introduction· 
'• 

Quant1!-m chromodynamics (QCD), the nonabelian gauge theory of colour-_. , 

ed quarks and gluons with gauge group SU(3c), is well known to be a succcss~nl 
, . ., 

tl~eory in the description of high-energy interactions of hadrons. The QCD 

Lagrnngian With three light quarks q; as ( ~: ) (;'el,2,3 - colon, index) is 

defined by . 

8 . · , 8 

. CQcnfo, Gµ) ;, ~¼ L G~vaa,JV + q(i:y1'8µ - mo)q '-:- 9s L <I)"' ~a qG~. . ( 1} 
a=l ~=1 

Here G~ is the gluon field, G~v is th~ gluon field strength tensor 
,. 

G~v = 8µG~ - 8vG~ - 9sfabcG~,G~, ' ' (2) 
I (. • 

.. with 9s the colour coupling constant (as= g;/41r), and 1110' is the 1natrix of 

current quark masses. Notice the. remarka,ble fact .th~t QCD is ,asy1~1ptot- · 
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ically free, i.e. in. the sh~rt distance (r « 1 f n;), large mom~ntum trans• ;,
1 

fer region (Q ~ 1 GeV) the running coupling bet,veen quarks, g.,(Q) = )1 

41r(b ln Q2 / A 2 )::..:1/2 , .. becomes weak:. As. a conse~p1encc, perturbation theory ·;j 
.. . , . ··,,I 

can be employed in close cor,ice;tuar' analogy to_ qu~ptum, el~ctrody1Hut1i('S , , '/'! 
(QED), the abelian gauge theory of eledrous and photons with gauge group 1' 

. U(l) (compa~e
0

Table lkOn, the other harid, at low energi~s the run_ning co11-,i-i:r'I 

plin~ between _quark~ beco~es str~ng andthus perturb,ation theory docs. 1~0~-t ,,,1, I 
work: It is:conject~red that this-property of ~CD would.explain why quarl~s ', ·\ 

and gluons are not observed but bound inside colour-singlet qq meson or qqq, :'!j,1'j 

nucleon states. Thus, the calculation of ~ow energy h~dr~n :ob~~r~blcs fro;i{~Jtl 

QCD always involves the dy1rnmics of bou_nd states which are intrinsically; f I 
nonperturbative and thus very. complicated. . . s' .. i ·.r 

. ,., . . . . , . : 'I : 
Among t,he most important aspects of low~energy. hadron' physics is the j ;i 

c~ncept ofchiral sy~~etry SU(3)L ~ SU(3)n and itssponta~1eousbreak'tipw\.'i{,: 

signalled by non~amshmg quark and gh~on c~mdensates < ijq >, .< G~vG7,v >-:, ii 'i 
This me~lmni~m, is .believed t.o be. responsible for ,the tran~ition of C\l,lTCllti :: f J 

quarks into constituent quarks as well as for the emergence of the SU(3)-._~ '.'•, t/ 
.. • .......... ~ 1 

·2 

Table 1: Conceptual similarities between QED and QCD. 

QED QCD 

electron field: e( x) 

local charge conservation: U(l} 

Lagrangian: C,QED(e, Aµ) 

photon Aµ 
.l), 

atoms 

molecules 

quark field: q0 i(x) 

(i- colour, a- flavour) 

local colour conservation: SU(3c} 

Lagrangian: CQcn(iJ, G~) 

gluons G~(a = 1, ... 8) 
.l), 

hadrons 

nucleus 

nonet of pseudoscalar mesons as Goldstone bosons. Thus, if QCD is the cor

rect theory for the low-energy dynamics of the light hadrons, it must follow 

the scenario that the SU(3)L x SU(3)n chiral symmetry is broken down to 

the SU(3)v symmetry spontaneously. It has been a challenge for the theo

rists to construct an effective low-energy theory of hadrons that realizes these 

symmetry properties and reflects the underlying composite structure of the 

qq-states (Table 2). 

Hadronization and Effective Chiral Lagrangians (ECL) 

To describe low-energy strong interaction processes and properties of had

rons it is necessary to use nonperturbative calculational schemes. The most 

popular ones among them are: 

- the method of QCD sum rules [1], 

- QCD lattice calculations [2], 

- the functional integral approach to effective chiral Lagrangians [3], [4]. 

This talk is devoted to the ECL-method. There has recently been sig

nificant progress in the development of this approach in which one derives 

the low-energy effective Lagrangian for hadrons either directly from QCD [5] 

or from some simpler QCD-motivated Nambu-Jona-Lasinio quark models [6] 

,: t},i;l.t:,;;r,,;, .... ~il l!HCTP.TJT j 
~ U:l-!;{ii11lX iiL::,"10inll!i1i ~ 
~ c;+"~'1SJH ~:~:-r::~!~~ l 



Table 2: Characteristics of perturbative and nonperturbative QCD. 

Perturbative QCD Nonperturbative QCD (as~ 1, 

(as~ I,Q ~ IGeV) 

Hard ( deep inelastic) processes 

"Simple" ground state ( vacuum 

10 >) 

Asymptotic freedom & concep

tual similarity with QED 

Microscopic fields: quarks & 

gluons 

Q:: IGeV) 

Soft processes 

Complicated ground state ( vac

uum ID>) 
Spontaneous breakdown of chi

ral symmetry ( < ijq >=/ 0, 

< G~vG~v >=/ 0) 

Confinement ? 

Composite fields: hadrons (pion 

as Goldstone boson) 

by using functional integration techniques. That is, in the generating func

tional of quark Green's functions of QCD one performs a change of variables 

from quark and gluon fields to the observable hadron fields. In this way, 

QCD bound states, constituent quark masses and spontaneous chiral symme

try breaking may be understood within a coherent framework. Let us discuss 

this in some more detail by starting with the generating QCD functional. The 

idea of hadronization is then summarized by the following relation 

J DqDijDGµ exp i J d4x[.CQcn(q, Gµ) + sources] 

~ J DaD1rDpDa1DNDN expi J d4x[.Cef!(a, 1r, p,a1, N) + sources](3) 

or 

.CQcn(q,Gµ) ==} .Cef!(a,1r,p,a1,N). (4) 

Here a, 1r, p, a1 denote the four SU(3)-nonets of mesons with JP= o+, o-, 1-

and 1 +, and N is the nucleon field. The proof of the above equivalence is a 

highly nonfrivial task. For practical reasons, it requires to consider the limit 

of large numbers of colours Ne and to use an expansion in field derivatives 
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which is valid for low energies. Note that the masses and coupling constants 

of the composite mesons in .Ceff arc then expressed in terms of QCD param

eters only: qnark (gluon) condensates, current quark masses and numbers of 

colours. 

For illustrations, let us quote the nonlinear meson Lagrangian including 

higher-order derivative terms. In the following we restrict ourselves to the 

sector of pseudoscalar mesons and consider the case of exact SU(3) flavour 

symmetry (',n0 = m 0 1). The effective chiral meson Lagrangian Lef!(r.) is 

conveniently represented in terms of the chiral field U and Cµ = ( aµU)U+, 

271' 1 8 ,\'j., 
U =·exp iF, 11' = 2 L 1r02, 

a=O 

(5) 

where 1r
0 

is the SU(3)-nonet of o--fields and F = 93.3 .M eF is the pion decay 

constant. We have [6] 

Lef!(K) = £(2l(K) + £(4l('f.) + Lwz('f.) + Lsn('f.). . (6) 

Herc 
F2 . F2 

£(2l('f.) = -tra1,Ua1'U+ = --trL1,L'' 
4 4 

(7a) 

is the standard kinetic part of the chiral meson Lagrangian containing only 

second-order derivatives. The Lagrangian 

£(4l('f.) = Ne tr {2-[L L ][L'' Lv] - ~(D £1')2 + ~(L £1') 2
} (7/i) 327r2 12 /ll V 

1 3 /I 6 /t 

contains new interactions of fourth order in <krivatives. In p,u·ticular, thl' first 

term in the curly bracket is recognized as tlw Wl'll-known SkyrmP Lagrangian. 

but now with a fixed coupling constant c2 = 121r2 /Ne. l\forcovcr, 

J [1 .• L (-) iNc f z5. iwk>.pt ·(L LL LL ) l .l. IVZ 7r = --2 C :1 E 1 I' v k ,\ p 
2401r . 

[3 

-2Nc f z·' Jtvk,\t (-a -a -a -a-) (J(-') (-) = 151r2 F5 . < :i:E .r 7r ,, 1r v1f k 7r ,\ 7r + 7r I<' 

'is the famous anomalous \Vcss-Zumino term. Finally, Lsu('f.) is a tl'rlll <!(•

scribing explicit breaking of chiral syuuuetry, 
F2 2 

L,i1('f.) = -111:tr(U + u+ - 2) ~ -~1r·2 + 0. (7r'1). (7d) 
' 4 " 2 " 
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Note that in the limit m 0 --. 0 

2 __ 2mo < {jq > 
0 m" - F2 --+ , (8) 

1.e. the pion becomes a massless Goldstone boson. For the complete La

grangian with o+, o-, 1- and 1 + mesons the reader is referred to [3]wherc 

a variety of other results as well as of phenomenological applications can be 

found. Let us quote among them the following ones: i) Weinberg relation 

ma1 = ,./?.mp, ii) KSFR relation m~ = 2gpnF2 , iii) vector-axialvect9r domi

nance of electro-weak currents, iv) Goldberger-Treiman relation and v) pre

dictions for CP-violation asymmetries in 1( --+ 37r decays. In conclusion, we 

mention the recent interesting approaches towards the baryon as a cliquark

quark bound state [7]. 
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